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Capitulation Climax in Energy 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Buy 1/3 XLE Energy Select Sector SPDR 
Fund  

(full 3/3 position now) 
 

Buy 1/3 XOP S&P Oil & Gas Exploration & 
Production 

(2/3 position now)   
 
 
 
 
 
Over the last 12-months, the “lower for longer” view of oil prices has been broadly 
accepted.  One by one, nearly every sell-side financial institution has thrown in the 
towel.  The 2010-14 "good old days" mantra, "the global economy (BRICs) can support 
$100 a barrel oil indefinitely" is history. 
  
In the August Monthly Oil Report, the IEA doubled down on their outlook.  They 
believe U.S. production growth will pick up steam in 2018 to more than 1mmbd, up 
from 0.6mmbd this year.  WTI has traded between $42-54 and averaged $48/b, yet U.S. 
oil production has increased by more than 710mbd. Bears make the case that U.S. 
production can grow by near 1mbd per year indefinitely at $45-50/b. We disagree with 
the IEA assessment and explain our thesis below.  

https://www.thebeartrapsreport.com
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"The rebalancing of the oil market desired by the leading producers has been a 
stubborn process and it takes time for the numbers to confirm what many observers 
instinctively feel has already happened. Sure enough, new data suggests that in 2Q17 
global stocks fell by 0.5 mb/d and preliminary data for July, particularly in the United 
States where stocks fell by 790 kb/d, is supportive. Even so, we must not forget that 
they are falling from a very great height in volume terms. At the end of 2Q17, OECD 
commercial stocks, which are the component of the global total for which we have the 
most visibility, stood at 3 021 million barrels, still more than 219 mb above the five-year 
average although they have now fallen below 2016 levels. As an exercise, if OECD 
stocks fell by 0.5 mb/d until the end of 1Q18 when the current output agreements expire 
they would still be about 60 mb above the five-year average." 
 
International Energy Agency 
 
High Capitulation in Energy 
 

 
 
We're seeing several capitulation climax signals in energy.  Relative strength (RSI 
above) has rarely been weaker.  In recent days, sellers have out-numbered buyers four 
to one.  In our seven-factor model, we're receiving a strong capitulation buy on equities 
in the energy patch.   
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Capital Markets Exhaustion 
 
We see the IEA forecast as far too rosy in terms of production coming onboard over the 
next twelve months. If you take out the 190mbd of TTM growth that has come from the 
U.S. Gulf of Mexico, we don't see near-term start-up projects adding to the supply glut 
this year.  Over the last year, as oil prices recovered - capital expenditures and the rig 
count surged to the upside.  We believe oil sectorcapex was $100B over that time 
period.  It's clear to us, the onshore rig count has rolled over this quarter.  After licking 
their wounds, E&P companies have started to reduce capex.  Over the next three 
months, this will be price supportive - winner is the XLE in our view.  
 
E&P Pain 
 

 
 
Similar to the Energy Select Sector SPDR Fund XLE, the Exploration & Production 
(XOP) space is under substantial selling pressure.  Sellers are jumping over the seats - 
swinging on the chandeliers, trying to get out through the bathroom window.  Let us help 
them out of their shares and step in and buy fear.   This is the most significant 
capitulation since the Jan - Feb 2016 lows - we expect significant sector rotation into 
this space in Q3 and Q4. 
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Credit Saturation Point 
 
In terms of capex, nearly 80% of the growth has been externally financed (thank you, 
Janet Yellen). Our theory all along has been the Fed's easy money gravy train has kept 
a lid on oil prices.  If you look at the record level of capital markets activity (bond and 
equity issuance) in 2H16, without it U.S. onshore production growth would be closer to 
150mmbd.  In 2017, the oil patch has reached a saturation point in terms of credit 
availability - this is a core belief we hold.  This will start to put pressure on U.S. 
supply in the second half of 2017 - oil sector equities will be supported.  Likewise, we 
believe as the Fed tightens monetary policy (pulls back accommodation / initiates 
balance sheet reduction) - the oil patch will likely be a near term winner.  Less easy 
cash = less near term supply expectations. 
 
Rig Count Rollover 
 

 
 
In March of 2016, the Fed rolled over.  Four promised rate hikes that year became 1 
and triggered one of the largest explosions of capital markets activity- easy money - for 
the oil patch took hold.  The net result, the Rig Count (see above) surged and U.S. 
supply kept oil prices in check.  The new $100 a barrel became $50. 
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Looking into next year, for U.S. production to grow 1mbd per the IEA forecast, the 
industry would need to spend $140B, in our view.  With oil near $50, this translates into 
a nearly 80% outspend dynamic - not happening in our view.  If you look at 2017's 
capital markets activity, we've only seen $7.5B in E&P secondary raises - a far cry from 
2016.  In our view, there's no way on God's green earth energy investors will be able to 
swallow another $70B+ of easy cash for the oil patch.  The IEA production growth 
assumption is dependant on WIDE OPEN capital markets - we don't see it. 
 
Tale of the Tape 
 
- Oil Sector burned through $110B over the last year - a capital expenditure orgy. 
- Over $65B needed to maintain production at the July 2016 level of 7mmbd. 
- Over $45B is needed to grow production. 
- Nearly 80% of the growth has been externally financed. 
- Record level of capital markets activity in 2016 kept the production dream alive. 
 
Nasdaq 100 Crushing Energy 
 

 
Over the last five years, the Nasdaq 100 QQQ is up 106% while the oil service sector 
OIH is off nearly 20%.  We believe there is a high probability of a sector rotation in the 
second half of 2017.  This beating above is HIGHLY unsustainable.   
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Winners and Losers 
 

 
 
Incredible divergence in 2017.   The once loved energy sector has been relegated to the 
dustbin.   
 
Up from the 2016 Lows 
 
OIH +6.2% 
XLE +24.1% 
XOP +31.9% 
 
The oil service sector carries more leverage, this has suffered the most - only 6% above 
the 2016 lows.  We'll be out with a more detailed energy note soon. 
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Best Regards, 

 

The Bear Traps Report Team 

Larry McDonald is the New York Times bestselling author of "A Colossal Failure of Common Sense," CNBC 

contributor and Political Risk Expert. He is the Editor of The Bear Traps Report, a weekly independent 

investment letter focusing on global political and systemic risk with actionable trade ideas. Former Head of U.S. 

Macro Strategy at Societe Generale and former vice president of distress debt and convertible securities at 

Lehman Brothers. He is one of the most well-respected risk managers on Wall Street. 

Visit the website: www.thebeartrapsreport.com 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

DISCLAIMER: THE BEAR TRAPS REPORT INVESTMENT RESEARCH PUBLICATION IS NOT PAID BY ANY COMPANY TO RECOMMEND 
SECURITIES TO INVESTORS. We are completely independent.  

 
The Bear Traps Report (referred to hereafter as "BTR”), is published as an information service for subscribers, and it includes opinions as to buying, 

selling and holding of various securities as well as opinions about economic, political trends and developments. However, the publishers of BTR are not 
brokers or investment advisers, and they do not provide investment advice or recommendations directed to any particular subscriber or in view of the 
particular circumstances of any particular person. The information contained in the BTR is provided for general informational purposes only, as a 
convenience to the subscribers of BTR. The materials are not a substitute for obtaining professional investment advice from a qualified person, firm or 
corporation that meets your particular investment profile and objectives. Consult the appropriate professional advisor for more specific advice contoured 
to your situation and needs.  
 
BTR is in Cooperation with ACG Analytics in Washington. BTR is wholly responsible for the opinions and content in our research reports. ACG Analytics 
advises BTR in cooperation not partnership. ACG Analytics' research opinions are completely independent from BTR. 
 
BTR of course does not guarantee that you will out-perform relevant markets. The information provided by BTR is obtained from sources believed to be 
reliable but is not guaranteed as to accuracy or completeness. Subscribers to BTR or any other persons who buy, sell or hold securities should do so with 
caution and consult with their own financial advisor, broker or investment adviser before doing so.  
 
BTR does NOT receive compensation from any of the companies featured in our articles.  
At various times, the publishers and employees of BTR may own, buy or sell the securities discussed for purposes of investment or trading.  
BTR and its publishers, owners and agents, are not liable for any losses or damages, monetary or otherwise, that result from the content of BTR.  
 
Past results of any given security are not necessarily indicative of future performance.  
 
BTR is not engaged in rendering any legal or professional services by publishing and providing its report. BTR and its publishers specifically disclaim any 
liability, whether based in contract, tort, strict liability or otherwise, for any direct, indirect, incidental, consequential, or special damages arising out of or in 
any way connected with access to or use of BTR. 
 
SUBSCRIBERS SHOULD VERIFY ALL CLAIMS AND DO THEIR OWN RESEARCH BEFORE INVESTING IN ANY INVESTMENTS REFERENCED IN 
THIS PUBLICATION. INVESTING IN SECURITIES AND OTHER INVESTMENTS, SUCH AS OPTIONS AND FUTURES, IS SPECULATIVE AND 
CARRIES A HIGH DEGREE OF RISK. SUBSCRIBERS MAY LOSE MONEY TRADING AND INVESTING IN SUCH INVESTMENTS. 
 
The Bear Traps Report is a financial publisher, publishing information about markets, industries, sectors and investments in which it believes subscribers 
may be interested. The information in this letter is not intended to be personalized recommendations to buy, hold or sell investments. The Bear Traps 
Report is not permitted to offer personalized trading or investment advice to subscribers. The information, statements, views and opinions included in this 
publication are based on sources (both internal and external sources) considered to be reliable, but no representation or warranty, express or implied, is 
made as to their accuracy, completeness or correctness. Such information, statements, views and opinions are expressed as of the date of publication, 
are subject to change without further notice and do not constitute a solicitation for the purchase or sale of any investment referenced in the publication.  
 
This publication is protected by U.S. and International Copyright laws. All rights reserved. This publication is proprietary and intended for the sole use of 
subscribers. No license is granted to any subscriber, except for the subscriber’s personal use. No part of this publication or its contents may be copied, 
further transmitted, or otherwise reproduced, disseminated, transferred, or used, in any form or by any means, except as permitted under the subscription 
agreement or with the prior written permission of The BEAR TRAPS REPORT LLC. Any further disclosure or use, distribution, dissemination or copying of 
this publication, message or any attachment is strictly prohibited. 
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